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WASHINGTON, April 16 (UPI)—A year ago the No Child Left Behind Act was hailed as a story of bipartisan
success and a promising way to boost student achievement. But the bloom is off the rose in Washington as
well as in the rest of the country.

Grumbling is heard from the classroom to the statehouse as schools and teachers attempt to put the
provisions into practice. Behind the scenes, states are individually trying to strike deals with federal
authorities to sidestep provisions. And those trying to wriggle free are not necessarily the "enemies of equal
justice and opportunity," as Secretary Ron Paige has called recalcitrant states.

Why the legislation was hailed is no mystery. Neither is why it might fail to meet expectations. The federal
legislation's goal—to make all schools accountable for achieving high standards for all students—is both
laudable and hard to oppose. Small wonder it crossed party lines. But achieving this federally set goal when
states retain constitutional authority over public education is another, far more contentious matter.

The federal legislation holds schools, districts, and states accountable for meeting high standards of student
performance. Those failing to make adequate progress toward performance goals face graduated sanctions:
these range from affording students the option to choose a different school, to providing vouchers to students
for supplemental services, to instituting complete makeovers (or "reconstitutions") of chronically
under-performing schools.

But the standards for educational performance are set by the states themselves. This paradoxical
combination of local standards and universal sanctions leaves no opportunity for conflict and confusion
behind. Understanding the problems this paradox causes is essential for getting reform on track.

To some, the ability to hold in mind two contradictory notions at the same time is a sign of genius. But in
public policy this contrariness invites two problems.

First, sanctions could be imposed inequitably across the nation because state standards are sure to vary in
content and rigor. In 2001, for example, only 27 percent of Maryland eighth-graders met the state's reading
standards while 91 percent of eighth-graders in Texas met their state's self-defined standard. Student
achievement also appeared to improve much more over time in Texas. While it's not the whole story,
standards in the two states differed greatly, as did the achievement tests used.

Second, an accountability system with local standards and national sanctions lets states avoid sanctions by
simply lowering their standards. Indeed, this possibility has been so widely discussed that Paige fired off a
letter to state school chiefs advising them to drop the notion.

What next? If we just let the political dynamics take over, deals will be struck, blind eyes will be turned,
waivers will be granted, and the Sisyphean task of improving schools will continue. The victims will be the
same always—poor students in under-performing schools, the very children who would benefit most from high
standards and real accountability.

Alternatively, federal authorities could try to enforce national standards by approving only those state
accountability plans that conform to some centrally defined vision of educational standards. Selling this idea
would take considerable political capital, maybe more than the president has or wants to spend. It would also
take a great deal of additional funding to make the notion of de facto national standards go down
easier—again unlikely to be forthcoming.
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easier—again unlikely to be forthcoming.

A third way would be to try to turn the problem of distinctive federal and local roles into an advantage. Give
the states free rein. Let them continue to develop their own standards and accountability policies unfettered.
Drop federal sanctions that, however well-intentioned, only invite gaming and distortion and erode local
confidence. Let the federal role be to promote open and honest innovation and experimentation and, at least
in the near term, require only that states provide solid information about policies and their effects.

The U.S. Department of Education, to its credit, is actively promoting top-notch scientific research in
education. The mission of its What Works Clearinghouse could easily be extended to sort out objectively the
relative merits of various accountability approaches and to publicly share lessons learned in the crucible of the
classroom.

Policies that tempt schools to hide unpleasant truths for fear of being labeled a failure and losing federal
support are sure to be counter-productive. And policies that inhibit innovation and transparency will only
hinder real progress in determining what works.

Enlist the states as partners in learning about learning. Everyone agrees on the end goal. Now let's get the
means right, especially for students in the lowest performing schools.
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